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ABSTRACT 
An adequate health care resource allocation in a hospital is 
directly dependent upon the ability to estimate the hospital's 
patient census accurately. Efforts to estimate hospital's patient 
census are classified into two general methods: estimating from 
historical data, and demographic analysis, This paper takes the 
position that the estimate from the historical data is more economic 
and convenient for understanding than the estimate from the demo-
graphic analysisj Seven models that predict hospital •s patient 
census by using the hospital's historical data are evaluated to fit 
the characteristics of each pattern shown in historical information. 
Where a microcomputer is available, this forecasting system provid,es 
detailed prediction of patient census with the comparable percentage 
of forecasting error among each model, Data from a ten-unit hospital 
in Florida is analyzed and provides a predicted patient census for 
the hospital's short-term plan, Results of this patient census 
estimating system and its advantage over the other forecasting 
method are discussed. 
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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
In many hospitals the utilization of the health care resource 
is very inefficient because of uncertainties about the demand of 
future health care services These demands which need to be consi-
dered are typically as follows (1): 
1. How many beds will be required in the future? 
2. What future workload will be scheduled in the diagnostic 
and treatment services? 
3, What are the requirements of medical specialists and staff 
in the short and long term plan? 
4, Is the present ambulatory service sufficient to handle the 
future demand by patient? 
5. What is the best design of site use and department location 
in order to provide an efficient service? How many additional 
spaces should be reserved for the future? 
6. What are the projected capital costs for providing the 
required program, services, and facilities? 
7, What is the present market share for the hospital's service? 
What changes can be anticipated in this market share and what steps 
should be taken to maintain or enhance this share during the next 
few year periods? 
2 
The effective operation of the hospital is largely dependent on 
the accuracy of the forecast technique used to estimate the expected 
demand. One of the bases for the forecast of this demand is the 
patient census. The patient census, such as patient-days per month 
and admissions per day, records and provides the basic information 
about the activities of the hospital in the past and present ttme. 
Under the same environment and situation, the future role of the 
~ospital in providing the health care service can be predicted, 
Minimizing the forecasting error is the main objective in 
predicting future patient census. However, for a more accurate 
forecasting patient census, a higher cost will have to be incurred. 
The optimal level of the forecasting effort is the level which 
minimizes the total cost of forecasting and losses due to uncertainty. 
In other words, it determines which forecasting method should be 
properly selected. The selection of the appropriate forecasting 
method is influenced by the following factors {2): 
1. Form of forecast required ,,. 
2. forecast horizon, period, and interval. 
3 Data available. 
4. Accuracy required, 
5. Behavior of process being forecast {demand pattern)~ 
6. Cost of development, installation~ and operation. 
7, Ease of operation. 
8, Ma.nagement comprehension and cooperation. 
3 
The primary objective of this research is to predict the furture 
demand of hospital health care service by a set of mathematical fore-
casttng models. The forecasting process is also subject to the 
following considerations. 
1. The optimal forecasting level should be under the balance 
of forecasting costs and losses due to forecasting accuracy. 
2 The quantitative data analysis uses information which 
is currently, routinely gathered in the hospital, 
Under these considerations~ different mathematical models are 
introduced and compared in order to fit the best forecasting model 
to the demands of each health care service. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE SEARCH 
In order to provide an accurate forecast of patient census, 
many papers and models have been presented. These models are 
classified into two categories - Time Series, and Causal. 
The time series model is the quantitative data analysis which 
ut1lizes trends and seasonallity-related charact1eristics in order 
to anticipate future needs. It is relatively simple in structure 
and economic in data collection. The data is readily available in 
the current routine data record, such as census or financial 
accounting. An appropriate model usuall1y is suggested according to 
the analysis of historical record Furthermore, an error test 
identifies the reUability of forecastiing in using that model .. The 
Time Series method usually provides reliable forecasting results 
if the sample period is large and the variables in that period are 
stable. 
A model of the Time Series type has been proposed by Kwon, 
Eickenhorst and Adams (3), who use the number of daily bed reserva-
tions as a predictor of daily patient census. This model is 
basically a first-order linear regression using the indicated 
predictor as an independent variable. O'Connor and Efurd (4) 
predict patient census, staffing needs and costs using a first-order 
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linear regression model with smoothing factors by day of the week. 
They use bed reservations (times a multiplier, i.e., the ratio of 
reservations to admissions per each day of the week) to forecast. 
Both of these papers found that there existed unusual deviation 
(out of the+ 1.5 standard deviation} between the actual and 
predicted patient census on some particular days. They supposed 
that it was due to a holiday or seasonal effect. In order to get 
an accurate regressional formula, those unusual days could be 
eliminated from the sample data 
Wood (5) developed a one-day ahead prediction model of total 
patient census using today's census and the census 8 days and 7 
days prior to today, along with an indicator of the "seasonality 0 
attributable to the day of the week. He reports approximately 2% 
absolute error for the one-day-ahead forecast and up to 10% error 
for the four-week~ahead forecast. 
Harris and Adam {6) describe the development of five short~ 
term forecasting models (simple monthly average; simple, double, 
and adaptive exponential smoothing, and a moving-average regression 
method) to predict the daily patient tray demand in a hospital. 
All models were more accurate than the intuitive forecast made by 
the food service supervisor. 
Swain, Kilpatrick and Marsh (7) implemented at two hospitals 
an on-line model for daily forecast of admission for 22 separate 
miedical and surgical services. Accuracy varied by service and 
number of days ahead predicted. The model computes, daily, the 
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number of elective admissions that will maximize the census over 
the short run, subject to constraints on the probabil' i ty of overflow. 
The use of the causal forecasting model involves the identifica-
tion of independent variables that are related to the dependent 
v~ri~ble to be predicted Once these related independent variables 
have been identified~ a statistical model that describes the rela-
tionship between these independent variables ~nd the depPndPnt 
variable to be forecasted is developed. The statistical relation-
ship derived is then used to forecast the dependPnt variable of 
interiest. 
Tr1Brook Group Inc. (1), a hospital consulting company, provided 
the Jess Parrish Memorial Hospital a long term plan through fore-
casting patient census with the causal model. This model was 
developed from the following four steps, 
1. Identify the hospital's primary and secondary service area. 
Make a forecast regarding where hospital service areas are 
likely to be in the future and what steps may be required to main-
tain or enhance the hospital's market share. 
2 Review demographic characteristics of the hospital's 
service area and develop a profile of patients using the hospital. 
This includes such factors as past population change, age distribu-
tion, income, racial distribution, birth rate, and leading cause 
of death, etc. 
3. Review utilization of hospital health care services for 
past inpatient. Find the demographic or economic factors which will 
7 
increase or decrease the utilization of the health care service. 
Then perform regression analysis or one of the other appropriate 
methodologies to determine trends applicable to future utilization. 
4. Determine future hospital patient se,rvice requirements. 
Quantitatively determine the future patient census based on projected 
population growth, projected utilization trend, anticipated change 
in market share, plans for other area hospitals, and change in 
hospital 1 s mission, goals and objectives. 
Gutkin (8) used a multiple regression model to predict hospital 
outpatient visits. Independent variable in the model were population 
size, full~time equivalents of house staff, number of physicians in 
region who were not on the hospital staff, and the number of 
admissions. 
Another similar multivariate regression equation was also used 
by More and Bock (9) to estimate demand. Variables refl ,ected 
demograph·c, economic and social factors, and existing health re-
sources of the population. The transition of points between level 
of care, recovery, and death are processed by age group. 
Gurtfield (10} developed a set of interrelated models for 
long-term strategic planning: the first one forecasted expected 
utilization; the second related demand to resource requirements 
(physicians, beds, operating rooms, laboratories, etc.) and the 
others combined both models to create a scenario for the late 
l 98Q IS, 
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The causal or qualitative method, such as the forecasting 
through demographic analysis, might be used in the patient census 
forecasting. The reason that Time Series Method · is used instead of 
the Demographic Analysis Method could be stated as follows: 
1. Time series data could be easily and inexpensively 
obtained, The data to be used is routtnel1 y gathered by the accoun ... 
ting or administrative department for financial and management 
purpose On the contrary, the demographic data is beyond the 
hospital internal record gathering system and even very scarce in 
the records of certain government departments. Some private 
companies could provide such kind of service but they charge a lot 
of money for that and the accuracy of this information is still 
uncertain. 
2. The models used in Time Series Method are simple in struc-
ture and easy to be understood and operated. However, the user of 
demographic approach might spend more time in the understanding of 
complicated characteristics of demography, such as population change, 
age distribution, income, racial distribution, etc. 
3. When a new value is available, the time series model only 
has to keep track of the value forecasted one period ago and update 
the mathematical formula used in this model. However, to update 
the information relative to the demographic approach is not a easy 
job. It takes time to revis1e the new demographic charasteristics 
9 
and develop a new relationship between the independent and 
dependent variable. 
CHAPTER III 
METHOD OF APPROACH 
3.1 Introduction 
There are many forecasting techniques which were built and 
developed according to the analysis of the characteristics of the 
items to be forecasted. Bowerman & O'Connell (11) divided these 
techniques into two basic types-qualitative method and quantitative 
method. The qualitative methods are used when the historical data 
is not available or is scarce and dependent on the opinions of 
experts who subjectively predict future events. The quantitative 
forecasting techniques are used when the historical data is available. 
The Time Series Model will predict the future value of a variable 
on the basis of the historical pattern of that variable. It is 
common to use both qualitative and quantitative methods to forecast 
the future value in actual practice. 
Since the historical data is already available in the hospital rs 
routine data collection, the forecasting technique that will be used 
in this research is the quantitative method. In developing the 
suitable model for the forecast of patient census, the pattern of 
the past data will be considered. 
A forecasting model using the Time Series Method assumes that 
some patterns or relationships exist that can be identified and 
10 
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used as the basis for preparing a forecast. When the historical 
data is plotted on a graph, it can be classified into four kinds 
of patterns shown in Figure l. Figure 1 .1 is the horizonal pattern 
which shows that the past data fluctuated around the mean with a 
stationary pattern. Some data may show a trend over several years 
but is stationary for short term forecasting. Figure 1.2 is the 
seasonal pattern which indicates that the past data fluctuated 
according to a seasonal factor. An obvious examole is the 
occurrence of sunstrokes and drowning cases which present a high 
volume in summer and low volume in winter. Figure 1.3 is the trend 
pattern which shows a general increase (or decrease) in the value 
of a variable over time. Figure 1 .4 show~ the cyclical pattern 
which is similar to a seasonal pattern, except that the length of 
a single cycle is generally longer than one year, In Time Series, 
these four patterns can often be found in combinations as well as 
each by itself. Several character1stics of time series patterns 
are discussed in Appendix A. 
3.2 Model Development 
To forecast tirre series, it is necessary to represent the 
behavior of the historical data by a mathematical model that can be 
extended into the future. It is required that the model be a good 
representation of the observation which is close to the present 
time, Once the valtd model for the time series has oeen established, 
an appropriate forecasting technique can ~e developed. 
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Figure 1.1. Horizontal pattern . 
Fi gure 1.2. Seasonal pattern. 
J F M A M J J A S 0 N 0 J F M 
Figure 1.3. Trend pattern. 
. 1 
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Figure 1.4. cyclical pattern. 
Figure 1. Patterns of time series data, 
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Many models are developed with the use of algebraic or trans-
cendental functions of time. In this hospital's short-term plan 
through patient census forecasting, the following models will be 
considered and used: 
l, linear Regression. 
2. Simple Moving Average. 
3. Double Moving Average. 
4. Simple Exponential Smoothing. 
5, Double Exponential Smoothing. 
6. Additive Seasonal Smoothing. 
7 Multiplicative Seasonal Smoothing. 
Simple Moving Average and Simple Exponential Smoothing Models 
suppose that there exist no characterisitics of trend and seasonality 
in the analysis of historical data, However, Linear Regression, 
Double Moving Average, and Double Exponential Smoothing models have 
the characterisitics of trend but without seasonality. If both the 
trend and seasonal characteristics exist in the analysis of histori-
cal data, Additive Seasonal Smoothing and Multiplicative Seasonal 
Smoothing Models will be suggested to use. The detailed mathe-
matical discussions of the above models are described in Appendix B. 
All forecasting situations involve some degree of uncertainty. 
The presence of this irregular component, which presents unexplained 
or unpredictable fluctuations in the historical data, means that 
some error in forecasting must be expected, The accuracy of a fore-
casting method is determined by analyzing forecast errors already 
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experienced. If the forecasting errors over time indicated that the 
forecasting methodology is appropriate (random distribution of 
errors), it is important to measure the magnitude of the errors so 
that we can de,termine whether accurate foreca.sting is possible. In 
order to do th1s, one might use the following error measurement 
methods; 
1. Mean Square Error (MSE). 
2. Mean Abso 11 ute P1ererentage Error (MAPIE}. 
3. Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD). 
The mathema ti ca 1 definition of the above error measurements 
are described in Appendix C~ The basic difference between MAD and 
MSE is that MSE unlike the MAD, penalizes a forecasting technique 
much more for large errors than for small errors. For example, an 
error of 2 produces a square error of 4 while a error of 4 (an error 
twice as large) produces a square error of 16 (a square error four 
times as large) Because MAPE is expressed on a percentage basis, it 
is a convenient way to compare the errors produced by different fore-
casting techniques. The starting forecasting model to be considered 
is the method that produces the smallest mean absolute percentage 
error (MAPE) 
During the process of measuring the forecasting error the model 
also has to pass the Moving Range Test. The Moving Range is defined 
as the absolute difference of the errors observed in two successive 
periods. The chart is drawn around the average value of these 
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difference. The objective of the control chart is to detect the 
pressence of outliers and/or of trends (several value in a row 
larger (or smaller) than the aver~ge))~ The definition and control 
principle of Moving Range are described in Appendix 4. If the 
out-of-control condition appears in the Moving Range Test, the model 
should be modified in order to better represent the time series 
pnJcess, This can be done by chiang·ing some parameter($) in this 
model or chasing another model which will reduce MAPE and pass the 
Moving Range Test. 
3.3 Forecasting Technique 
It is convenient to think of the two primary functions of a 
forec ,asting syst,em as forecast 9eneration and forecast control. 
Forecast generation involves the following activities (12}: 
l. Develop a demand theory which will clearly represent the 
relevant variable and functional forms in this forecasting system . 
2. Collect, verify, and prepare data. 
3, Use the data to revise the forecast model. Three steps 
should oe taken, 
a. Select a model. 
b. Select initial value of parameters. 
c. Verify fit by using the bulk of the data to estimate 
model performance and using the rest of the data as a 
standard to verify accuracy. 
4. Produce a forecast with selected model. 
5. Present the forecast to management. 
Forecast control involves monitoring the forecasting process 
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to detect out-of-control conditions and identify opportunities for 
improving forecasting performance. It involves the following 
activities: 
1. Update forecasts as new data is gathered. 
2. Monitor accuracy and stability of forecast. 
3. Take action by changing parameters or model if there is 
a significant difference between the forecasted and actual value. 
Several feedback actions should encourage improvement of the 
model to be used in this forecasting system. A conceptual relation-
ship among those activities is shown in Figure 2. 
3.4 Computer Prooram of the Research 
In this computer analysis of patient census forecasting, a 
microcomputer, Radio Shack TRS-80 Model III, was used. COFORAN, a 
forecastiing package, developed at University of Central Florida by 
Tim Atkins, Jose Sutera, and Jose Sepulveda, was also available. 
The package is user-friendly The user only has to input the 
historical data. The procedure to choose the best model to predict 
the future patient census is the following: 
l, Input the number of monthly data which will be used to 
test each model. In this research data from the first thirty-six 
months out of forty months (from October 1979 to September 1981) 
is chosen to test seven models which have already been built into 
the COFORAN program. 
Figure 2. 
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DEVELOP A DEMAND HEORY 
RELEVA VAR ABLES 
FUNC IONAL FOR ''S 
COLLECT. YER1FY & PREPARE 
DATA 
lJSE 'BULK OF DATA TO ESTIMATE 
MODEL PERFORMA C'E 
USE REST OF DATA AS STANDARD 
TO VDl] FY ACCURACY 
Selecting a forecast i ng technique. 
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FORECAST WITH SELECTED MODEL 
PRESENT FORCASTS 
TO MANAGEMENT 
UPDATE FORECASTS AS NEW DATA IS GATHERE 
MO TOR ACCURACY A D STABILITY OF 
FORECASTS 
Fi g u re 2 • ( C p n ti nu ed ) 
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2. Give the number of months to be forecasted. Eight monthly 
patient census (from February 1982 to September 1982) are requested 
to forecast in this research because the fiscal year in this 
hospital starts October 1; i.e., the forty-first through the forty-
eighty months. 
3. Choose the model(s) to be used. This research requests 
the computer to test all of the seven models and print out the test 
model table which will come with the parameter value(s) and corres-
pond ing Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE} used in each of the 
models~ The user may select a specific model. Only if the user 
does not have a good feeling of how the situation is, the user asks 
f 0 r a 11 mode 1 s r 
4. Use the data from the remaining four months to start the 
oving Range Test using the model having the smallest Mean Absolute 
Percentage Error. If it failed in the Moving Range Test (i.e., the 
forecasted data for the remaining four months was under the out-of-
control condit·on), some actions must be taken with either changing 
parameter(s) of this model or choosing another model. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
The future patient census of each hospital unit is computed 
through the COFORAN program in Radio Shack TRS-80 Model III system. 
The output from the computer, showing the process of forecast for 
each hospital unit, is exhibited in Tables 1-13 Each output con-
tains: 
l. Suggested test table: This table demonstrates seven 
different suggested test models based on the first thirty-six 
months of historical data It also provides the parameters and 
Mean Absolute Percentage Error used in each model, 
2. Selected model: This model is associated with the 
appr opriately assigned parameter in order to obtain the minimal 
Meqn Absolute Percentage Error. 
3. Moving Range Test Table: This table provides the 
statistical meaning of the forecasting error when the last four 
periods of data are used as model fitness test. 
4. Forecasting Table: This table is based on the selected model. 
For example in the medical unit (see Table l)~ the suggested 
test table printed out from the computer provides seven models with 
the corresponding paramete~ and MAPE. The reason why the Double 
Exponential Smoothing model was chosen instead of choosing Double 
20 
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TABLE 1 
FORECAST MEDICAL UNIT 
f'tODEL PARAHETER HEAM AE:S 
PCT ERR.:JR 
• LINEA~ RE~RESSION XNTE~CEPT:20l4 
SLOPE= 1.09 
2 • SIHPLE HDVINC AVERAGE N= S 
3 DOU&LE ~OUINC AVERAGE N= S 
1 • 81HPLE EXPONENTIA~ SMOOTHING ALPHAzO.JO 
5 • DOUB LE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING ALP~A=0.30 
6 • ADDITIVE SEASONAL SHOOTHI~C ALPHA=0.20 
SETA: .t GAMMA= .O~ 
7 • MULTIPLICATIVE SEASONAL SHOOTH! G ALPHA=0.20 
BETA= .1 CAnMA& .o~ 
B.52: 
3.9X 
3.:ZX 
'4. () :>;: 
3.64 
~.4X 
CSTATISTXCS BASED ON FIRST 36 HONTHS> 
D 0 U & L E E X P 0 N E N T I A L 
ENTER SELECTION t? S. 
S H 0 0 T H I N G 
ENTER THE SHOOTHIHC CONSTAHT ALPHA ' (0-1>? 0.10 
1'10NTH ACTUAL FOREC~ST ERf".:OR 
37 19:;~ 1932 3 
38 1857 19Z3 -66 
39 1823 1889 -66 
10 1971 1853 1Zl 
I S T A l I S T l C 5 I 
"EA Aas. DE VIATION - 61.0 MEAh A~S. PCT, ERROR • 
WANT THE HOVING RANGE TEST? ~. 
-170.9 -1J3 .9 -S7.0 0 51.0 113.9 170.9 CLCL>--------------------------------------------------CUCL) 
ttONTH I 
37 • I 
38 • 
I 
39 • 
I 
10 • 
I 
WANT TO FORECAST WITH THIS MODEL CY/N>? Y. 
MPCH "EDICAL 
l'IO NTH FOF\:El.AST 
41 
12 
43 
H 
1:'1 
16 
17 
48 
181!>9 
1857 
1B"l1 
18~1 
1819 
1 '806 
1793 
1781 
BASED ON 40 P~EVIOUS MON~HS : 10/31/79 THROU~H 01/31/82 
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TABLE 2 
FORECAST MEDICAL UNIT WITH MULTIPLICATIVE SEASONAL SMOOTHING MODEL 
THE SEASONAL SMOOTHING MODELS USE SMOOTHING CO~STANTS 
(ALPHA• BETAr ANO GAMHA> TO 1 UPDATE 1 THE FORECASTS WHEN EACH 
NEW SALES DATA 0ECOMES AVAILABLE. 
IT IS RECOHHENDED THAT THE VALUES OF THESE CONSTANTS 
BE NO LARGER THAN (0.5r 0.3, ANO O.l) RESPECTIVELY. 
SELECT YOUR CONSTANTS CENTER 0 FOR DEFAULT VALUES: .2,.1,.05) 
ALPHA = ? 0.2 
MONTH! 
37 
38 
39 
-10 
E:ETA = ? 0.1 
G,AMHA = ? 0. 05. 
H U L T I P L I C A T I U E S E A S 0 N A L 
S N 0 0 T H I N G ( W I N T E R S' > 
=:=========================================== 
ACTUAL FORECAST 
1935 1957 
1857 1722 
1823 1818 
.1971 195~ 
I S T A T I S T I C S I 
I I I I It I ' Ii I I It I t I I I ll I I I I & I I 
ERRO.R 
-22 
135 
5 
20 
MEAN ASS. DEVIATION = MEAN ABS. PCT. ERROR = 
WANT THE MOVING RANGE TEST? Y 
I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I 
-121.s -s1.o -~o.5 o 10.s e1.o 121.5 
(LCL>--------------------------------------------------CUCL> 
MONTH .. :I . 
37 • 
I • .
38 > 
I 
39 a 
I 
<If 0 lr 
I 
WANT TO FORECAST MITH THIS 1MODEL CY/N)? N 
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TABLE 3 
FORECAST MEDICAL UNIT WITH DOUBLE MOVING AVERAGE MODEL 
THIS HODEL REQUIRES A PARAMETER <N> WHICH IS THE NUMBER OF M 
ONTHS OVER WHICH THE HOVING AVERAGE MILL BE CALCULATED. 
PLEASE ENTER N (WE RECOMMEND A VALUE BETWEEN 5 AND 10 ) 
N = '? 5. 
0 0 U e: L E M 0 V I N G A V E R A G E 
========================================== 
HON TH ACTUAL FORECAST ERROR 
37 1935 1876 59 
38 1857 185Z 5 
39 1823 1837 -1"1 
10 197'l 1803 171 
I S T A T I S T I C S I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
HEAN ABS. DEVIATION s 62.3 HEAN ABS. PCT. ERROR = 3.2/. 
MANT THE MOVING ~ANGE TEST? Y. 
I I I I It Ii I I I I I I I I I 
-166.2 -110.e -ss.~ o 55.~ 110.s 166.2 
CLCL>--------------------------------------------------CUCL> 
HO NTH I : 
37 • 
• :I . . • 
38 
* I 
39 • ~ : 
1'10 > 
: :r 
HANT TO FORECAST WITH THIS HODEL (Y/Nl? NI 
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TABLE 4 
FORECAST SURGICAL UNIT 
l'tOOEL f'ARAHETER HEAN AE:S 
F'CT EK~C.F\ 
--------------------·-------------------------------·-------------
l • LINEAR RECRESSION 
2 • SIMPLE HOVINC AVERACE 
3 • DOU&LE HOVING AVERAGE 
1 • SIHP E EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
~ • OOU0LE EXPONE~TIAL SHOOTHIN' 
6 • ADDITIVE SEASO~AL Sl10DTHINC 
INTERCEPT=U88 
SLOF'E• 2.17 
N= 5 
N• ~ 
ALPHA=0.30 
ALPH1A=O .30 
ALF'HA= 0. :! 0 
BETA= 
7 • ftULTIPLlCAllVE SEASONAL SMOOTHIHC 
.1 GAHHA= 
ALPHA=0.20 
.1 GAH1'1A= SETA= 
• 0:5 
.os 
9.5~ 
9.44 
12."'IX 
1 D .3:C: 
13. lX 
9.n; 
10.7X 
(STATISTZCS BASED Oh FIRST 36 MONTHS) ENTER SELECTION t? 6 
6ELECT YOU~ CONSTANTS (EHTE~ 0 FOR DEFAULT VALUES: .2 •• 1,.05> 
A PHA • ? .03 
BETA 11: ? .1 
GAHHA • 7 .05 
A D D I T l V E S E A S 0 N A L S H 0 0 T H I N C 
•••t•••••••c••a..•••=z.~•••••==-••=izacaa::a:c:.z::c-=:a~=-=••==-=• 
'10NTH ACTUAL. FORECAST E1RROR 
37 1817 1731 86 
38 18~2 1905 37 
39 1378 1760 -382. 
10 17Z9 1716 13 
I 6 T A T I S T I C S I 
"E•N ABS. DEVIATION • 129.5 
WANT THE "CV.INC RAN~E TEST? Y 
KEAN A~S. PCT. ERROR• 
-315.B -230.~ -115.3 0 11~.3 230.5 31~.B 
( 'LCL ), -------------------------------------------------- (UCL) 
l'IONTH 
37 
391 
39 
40 
' < 
: 
I 
• 
I 
• 
I 
I 
• 
I 
MA~T 10 FORECAST MITH THIS ~OOEL <YIN>? Y 
MPCH 
••••••••=•••••••~•••s~••sa••==•=•=•••m~••=••========• 
SUF\'Ei.ICAL 
FORECAST 
~~--------------------------------------~----------~ ~1 1612 
1Z 1727 
43 1792 
1~ 169"ii 
45 1709 
16 1817 
47 173Z 
18 1797 
---------------------------------------------------------------BASED ON 40 PREVIOUS HONlHS ~ J0/31/79 THROUGH 01/31/BZ 
25 
TABLE 5 
FORECAST MEDICAL/SURGICAL UNIT 
l"IOOEL. PARAMETER l"IEAN AES 
PCT ERROR 
--------------------------------------------------------------
• LINEAR RECRESSION IMT£RCEPT=370S 7.lX 
SL.OPE• 3.:!2 
2 • Sil"IPLE l"IOV1NC AUERACE N= 6 1.8% 
3 • DOUBLE l"IOUINC AUEF<ACE N= 6 6.SX 
4 • SYHPLE EXPONENTI AL Sl"IOOTHINC ALPHA=0.15 5.ox 
~ • DOUBLE EXPONENTIA Sl"IOOTHINC ALPHA=0.15 5.1X 
6 • ADDITIVE SEASONAL ShOOTHING ALPHA=O.ZO 5.6X 
BETA~ .1 ~Al"IMA= .05 
7 • MULTIPLICATIVE SEASONAL SMOOTHING ALPHA•0.20 S.7% 
eETA= .1 CAHMA= .OS 
<STATISTICS BASED ON FIRST 36 MONTHS> ENTER SELECTION t? 3. 
PLEASE ENTER N ( E RECOl"IMENO A VALUE 9ETW££N 6 A~D 12 > 
N • ? 8 
0 0 U B L E A V E R A C E 
'10NTH ACTUAL FDREC~ST EF\'.RO~ 
37 3752 3758 -6 
38 3699 3718 -19 
39 3Z01 3o57 -456> 
10 3703 3459 211 
I S T A l I S T I C S I 
HEAN ABS. DEVIATION • 188.8 l"IEAN A~S. PCT. ER~OR c 5.6X 
WANT THE l"IOVINC RANCE TEST? Y, 
-~01.0 -336.o -16e.o a 16B.o 336.o 501.0 
<LCL>--------------------------------------------------cuc > 
110NTH I 
37 • 
I 
38 • 
I 
39 • 
I 
10 • 
I 
WANT TO FORECAST WITH THIS 1100EL (Y/N>? Y 
WPCH '1EO / SUF<G 
"DNTH FORECAST 
.. 1 3.q.q.q 
.it:! 3"402 
13 3361 
44 3319 
45 3:!77 
4o 3235 
17 3193 
48 3151 
BASED ON 40 PREVIOUS "ONTHS : 10/31/79 THROUCH 01/31/92 
26 
TABLE 6 
FORECAST ORTHOPEDICS UNIT 
"ODEL PARAMETER HEAN ABS 
PCT EF<RJf.; ______________________________________________________ , ________ _ 
1 . LINEAR REc;;RESSIJlNI INTERCEPT= 7BB .... .o;x 
6LOPEm: s.s7 
2 SI1'1PLE 110VING A1VERACE Ne 5 7.7X 
3 . DOUBLE 1'10VINC A1VEl\AGE N'"' !i 9.1X 
.. SI Hf· LE E)( IF"Ot.IE~TIAL SHOOTHINC ALf'HA=0.30 61. ll~ 
~ DOUBLE EXPONENTIAIL SMOOTHING ALPHA=0.30 S.6:1:: 
6 ADDITI'.VE SEAS Or.I AL SMOOTHING A.U ·HA=0.20 ... -u:I 
BET Ac • 1 CAHHA= .o~ 
7 1'1ULT:IPL:ICAT:tVE s:EASONAL S,HOOTHING ALf'HA=O,:!O ~.4X 
BETA• ,. 1 CAr1l11A= • 0::1 
8 TREND EXTRAPOLATION/SEASONAL ACIJUSTMENT P•O,ZO i.q.1·x 
<STATISTICS 81ASED ON F"IRSl 36 HOP.TMS) 
0 0 U B L E E X f' 0 N E N T I A L 
ENTER SELECTIOh •? 5 
S ~ 0 0 T H I N C 
···········•••ma.-aa••a:a•aa••Waa•&••=•e:•M•:::.:;::•:m.:1:1:::::; 
ENTER THE 
1HDNTH 
37 
38 
39 
10 
S1'100THINC CONSTANT 
AC TUA, 
967 
9610 
10-.;? 
1112 
I ALF'HA . ( 0-l)? 
FORECAST 
986 
987 
991 
1007 
I S T A T I S T I C S I 
0 .1 
[F;;...:QR' 
-19 
-7 
Sl 
l 10:i 
"EAN ABS. DEVIATION • ME~N A~S. PCT. ERROR 
M~NT THE HOVINC RANCE TEST? Y. 
-121.~ -a1.o -10.s o 10.~ e1.o i~1.s 
< LCL )--------------------------------------------------·<UCL> 
"ONTHI 
37 
38 
39 
• 
• 
I 
I: 
:c 
I 
WANT TO FORECAST WI'.T~ THIS ~OOEL <YIN>? Y. 
II 
MPCH DRTHCPEDI 
• 
"DNTH FO~ECAST 
11 
412 
43 
41 
45 
46 
417 
418 
10 .. l 
10419 
1056 
1Dc1 
1071 
1079 
1087 
10941 
BASED ON 10 PREVIOUS "ONTHS : 10/31/79 TH~OUCH 01/31/B: 
27 
TABLE 7 
FORECAST PEDIATRICS UNIT 
F'AJ"<Al'1ETER 11EAN AE:S 
F'CT EF.F'\OR 
---------------------------------------------------------------
• LINEAR REGRESSION INTERCEPT~ 27 .. 
SLOP.Es 0 , 541 
2 • SIHPLE HO VIMC AVERACE N= 5 
3 • DOUBLE HO VING AVERACE N= ~ 
4 • SIHPLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING ALPHA•D.30 
5 • DOUBLE EXPONENTIA SMOOTHING ALPHA•0.30 
6 • AD02TrVE SEASONAL SMOOTHING ALPHA=O.ZO 
&ETA= .t CAM"A= .OS 
7 • "ULiIPLICATIVE SEASONAL SHOOTHINC ALPHA•0.20 
BETA= .1 CAHhA• .OS 
19.0X 
1.6.9X 
19.9~ 
Jll6. u: 
17.7X 
Jl:i. n: 
1S.9X 
<STATISTICS BASED ON FIRST 36 MONTHS> ENTE~ SELECTIOH •? 6. 
SELECT YOUR CONS AN TS <ENTE~ D FOR OEFAULT VALUES: .2 •. 1 •. os> 
ALPHA • ? 0.2 
&E TA • 1 10 .1 
GAMMA - ? o.o:; 
A D D r T I v E s E A s 0 N A L s H a a T H I N G 
• •••••m••••••••••=•••&•••••••••••••&a::a:a&&:mc•~=== 
t10 NTH ACTUAL FOl\ECAST ER~OR 
37 292 276 6 
38 232 298 -60 
39' 2Zl 269 -48 
.. 0 333 2.98 35 
I S T A T I S T I C S I 
"EAN ABS. OEVIATXDN • 3a.a l5.7X 
WANT THE MO VINC RANCE TEST? Y. 
-103.5 -69.0 31.5 0 31.~ 69.0 103.S 
C LCL ) --------------------------------·------------------ C UC.L) 
HO NTH I 
37 • I 
39 • 
: I 
39 • I 
10 • 
I 
IMANT TIO FORECAST WITH THIS MODEL (YIN >? "( 
WPCH PEDIATJ<IC 
FORECAST 
11 299 
1:! 271 
13 283 
11 209 
1S 31~ 
46 289 
17 272 
18 281 
BASED ON 10 PREVIOUS MONTHS t 10/31/82 THROUGH 01/31/62 
E 
28 
TABLE 8 
FORECAST OBSTETRICS UNIT 
HllDEL PARAMETEf"< HEA,N AE·S 
F'CT ERROR 
1 • LINEA~ ~ECRESSIDN INTE~CEPT• 312 8.2% 
SLOf'E• 4.10 
2 • 6IHPLE ~OUINC AVE~ACE N: ~ 7.7X 
3 • OOUSLE MOVINC AVEf<ACE N= 5 17. BX 
4 6I11F'LE EXF'ONENTIA SMOOTHING ALPHA=O, J,Q ~,OX 
5 • DOU&LE EXPONENTIAL SHOOTH1NC ALPHA=0.30 10.ex 
6 • ADDITIVE SEASONAL SMOOTHING ALP~A~o.zo ~.9X 
BETA~ .1 GA11MM= ,05 
7 • "ULTIPLICATIVE SEASONAL SMOOTHING ALPHA=0.20 B.4X 
SETAz .1 CAHHA= .05 
CSTATISTICS BASED ON FIRST 36 "ONTHS) ENTE~ SELECTION I? 4. 
8 I " p L E E x F 0 N E N T I A L s " a 0 T H r N c 
TER THE Sl100THINC CONSTANT 'ALPHA' <0-1>? 0 .11 
"ONTfi ACTUAL FOF::ECAST ERROF. 
37 ~17 '\31 1:3 
39 42S 436 -11 
39 127 13'1 -7 
'40 '437 433 ... 
I S T ~ T I S T I C S I 
I I• t t • t I I I I It I fit t I •t I" I I I fl 
"E~N ~ss. DEVIATION • e.e "EAN A~S. PCT. ERROR z z. o~ 
WANT THE '10VIHG RANCE TIES1'? Y. 
-2l.~ -1~.6 -7 B 0 7.9 1~.6 73.~ 
(LCL>-~~-----------------------------------------------CllCL> 
"OMTH I 
37 • I 
38 • I 
39 • 
= 
I 
-40 • 
I 
WANT TO FORECAST WITH THXS ~OOEL CY/N)? Y. 
WPCH OBSTETRIC 
"ONTH FORECAST 
41 
4:! 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
BASED ON 10 PREVIOUS "DNTHS : 10/31/79 TH~OUCH 01131/6~ 
29 
TABLE 9 
FORECAST P.C.V, UNIT 
MODEL PARAMETER t1EAN1 AE:S 
f'CT Er;:s;.oi;: 
----------------------------------------------------------------l • LINEAR ~ECRESSION INT~~CEPT• 310 12.lX 
2 • 6IHPLE "OVINC AVERACE 
3 , DOUBLE HO VING AVE~ACE 
1 • SXMP E EXPONENTIA SHOOTHINC 
5 • DOUBLE EXPONENTIAL SHOOTHINC 
~ • ADDITIVE SEASONAL 6HOOTHING 
SLOF·E• 5, 61 
Ne 5 
·N= 5 
ALF"HA•D, 30 
ALF'HA=0,30 
ALPl-IAs0.211 
BETA= .l CAHHA= .o~ 
7 • HULTIPL1CATIVE SEASONA SHOOTMIHG AL~MAG0,20 
BETA= .1 CAHMA= .o~ 
10.ox 
( STATISTICS BASED ON FIRST 3S HONTHSl ENTER SELECTION t? 2. 
S I M P L E ~ 0 V I H C A V E R A C E 
MONTH 
36 
37 
38 
39 
AC TUAL 
130 
tl69' 
~n 
489 
FORECAST ERROR 
461 -31 
458 11 
458 13 
159 3 10 
I S T A T I S T I C S 1 
"EAH ABS. OEVIArTIDH a 21.3 MEAN ASS. PCT. ERROR • 
NANT THE "DVINC RANCE TEST? Y 
-56.7 -37.e -1a.9 o 1e.9 37.s 56,7 
CLCL>--------------------------------------------------<UCL) 
"ONTH 
36 
37 
38 
39 
WANT TO 
MPCH 
• 
FORECAST Ml:TH 
MONTI-II 
40 
41 
12 
43 
44 
.. ~ 
16 
17 
THIS MODEL 
% 
I 
• 
I 
a 
I 
:r 
<Y/Nl? Y. 
• 
PCV 
FORECAST 
.. 68 
168 
169 
468 
168 
1iiB 
168 
1 ·68' 
BASED ON 39 P~EV10U& MONTHS I J0/31/82 T~ROU~H 01/31/82 
30 
TABLE 10 
FORECAST I.C.U. UNIT 
tlOOEL F'ARAHE:TEF< 1l1EAN AE:S 
f'CT 'ERRO;( 
1 • LINEA~ RECRESSION 
2 • SI~PLE HOVING AVERACE 
l • DOUBLE 110UINC AVERAGE 
1 • SIMPLE EXPONENTIAL SHOOTHINC 
~ • DOU~LE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
6 • AOOITXVE SEASONAL SHOOTHING 
INTERCEPT• 221 
SL01f'E111 1 • 73 
N= 5 
N= 5 
ALF·HA=O. 30 
ALPHA=0 .. 30 
ALPHA=O.:?O 
E:ETA., 
7 • MU TIPLICATIVE SEASONAL SMOOTHING 
.1 GAHMA.., 
ALf"HA=0.20 
.1 CAHr1'°= 
• 0 15 
.05 
7.9X 
6.1X 
1~.lX 
.ci.1x 
'9 .1x 
-\ .1x 
<STATISTICS BASED ON FI~ST 36 HONTHS) ENTER SELECTION J? 6 
SELECT YOUR CONSTANTS <ENTE~ 0 FOR DEFAULT VALUES: .2,.1 r.OS> 
ALF'HA IS ? 0.2 
BETA • ? O.l 
CAHHA e ? 0.0!.. 
A 0 D I T I V £ 5 E A S 0 N A L S H 0 0 T H I N C 
HO TH AC TUA FOF..ECAST ER:ROR 
37 25:.? 280 -29 
39 293 29q -1 
39 271 271 0 
10 2cS ue -13 
I 6 T A T I S T l C S l 
MEAN ABS. DEVIATION • HEAN ABS. PCT. ERROR a 
W NT THE tlOUINC RANCE TEST? Y. 
-ze.o -1a.1 -9.3 c 9.3 1e.1 ~e.o 
<LCL>- ------------------------------------------------ <UCLl 
HON TH 
37 • 
38 
39 
410 • 
WANT TO FORECAST MITH 
MPCH 
"ONTH 
I 
I 
• 
I 
• 
I 
I 
THIS HODEL <YIN>? Y. 
ICU 
FORECAST 
290 
260 
30,:; 
281 
287 
297 
297 
310 
&ASEO ON 40 P~EVIOUS MONTHS : 10/31/79 THROUGH 01/31/8~ 
31 
TABLE 11 
FORECAST C.C,U. UNIT 
• "OOEL PARAH~TER "E~N A~S PCT E1~ROf\ 
l • LINEAR ~ECRESSION 
2 • SIHFLE HOVING AVERACE 
3 • DOUBLE HOVING AVERAGE 
1 • SIHPLE EXPONENTIAL SHOOTHIN& 
S • OOU&LE EXPONENTIAL SH~DTHINC 
6 • ADDITIVE SEASONAL SHOOTHING 
I:NTEl\CEPT• 1~:3 
SLOF·E.., 1. Z6 
N"' 6 
N= 6 
ALF'HA=1C.. 15 
ALPHA=0.15 
ALF'HA•0.20 
BETA= .1 CAMMA= .as 
7 • "ULTlPLICATIVE SEASONAL SMOOTHING ALPH~•0.20 
BETA~ .1 CA~MA= .OS 
.Z.9X 
e.3:x 
13.9% 
6.SX 
4.BX 
4.0X 
6.9% 
fSTATISTICS B SEO ON FI~ST 35 , MOHTHS) ENTER SELECTION+? 1 • 
•••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
11: PARAHETER:S • 
• 
ill XNTERCEPT• 112.7 SLOPE• • • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
MONTH ACTUAL FORECAST ER~OR 
36 185 188 -3 
37 187 189 -:? 
38 185 191 -6 
39 203 192 11 
I S T A 1 I S T I C S I 
HEAN ABS. DEVIATION • MEAN A~S. PCT. ERRO~ s 
WANT THE HOVING RANCE TEST? Y 
-1~ o - 10.a -5.o o 5.o 10.0 1~.o 
<LCL>--------------------------------------------------<UCL> 
HDHTH I 
36 • 
I 
37 • 
I. 
38 • l: 
39 • 
:I 
WANT TO FORECAST WITH THIS HOOEL <YIN>? Y. 
WPCH CCU 
"ONTH FORECAST 
"10 193 
11 19~ 
12 196 
13 197 
11 198 
15 200 
16 201 
417 202 
BASED ON 39 PREVIOUS ~ONTHS : lQ./31/79 THROUGH 01/31/82 
32 
TABLE l2 
FORECAST NURSERY UNIT 
• HOO El PAkAMETER MEAh AES 
f'CT Ef'.F\:OF.: 
-----------------------------------------·----------------------
• Ll'.NEAR RECRESSION :INTE~CEF'T .. 297 
SL10f'E= 3 .1"1 
2 • SI"PLE MOUINC AVERAGE Nm 6 
3 • DOU&LE HOVINC AVERAGE Ne 6 
1 • SIMPLE EXPONENTIAL SHOOTHINC ALPHA=G.1~ 
~ • DOU~LE EXPONE TIAL SHOOTHINC ALPHA=-0.15 
6 • AOOITIVE SEASONAL S~OOTHING ALPHA•0.20 
BETA= .1 CAMHA= .05 
7 • MULTIPLICATIVE SEASOhAL SMOOTHING ALP~A~C.20 
&ETA= .1 GAMMA= .05 
6.7% 
17 .1~ 
3.lX 
e.2:;.: 
S.3X 
7.1X 
<STATISTICS BASEO ON FIRST 36 HONTHS> ENTE~ SELECTION I? 6 
SELECT YOUR CONSTANTS (EhTE~ 0 FOR DEFAULT VALUES: .2,.1,.05) 
A PIHA • ? 0.05 
BETA • ? 0.1 
CAMMA • ? O.OS 
A 0 0 I T I V E S E A S 0 N A L S H 0 0 T H I N C 
•••••••••c•=••••za=•=•••c::sc:a~•••~•==:=•a-;a•s===== 
HON TH ACTUAL F01RECAST ERf;;OF: 
37 1417 17~ -26 
38 409 4'19 -10 
39 11li 452 -'41 
~o 101 395 9 
I S T A T I S T I C S I 
21.5 
MANT THE HOVI G ~ANCE TEST? Y 
-S7.1 -38.3 -19.1 0 19.l 39.3 ~7.1 
<LC >--------------------------------------------------<UCL> 
t10HTH I 
3 .1 • 
I 
3 18 • 
I 
39 • 
I 
401 • 
I 
WANT TO FORECAST MITIH TIHIS MODEL CY.IN>? ·y. 
MPCH NURSERY 
"01NTH F01'ECl:IST 
11 391 
42 428 
13 109 
.... 11:? 
15 434' 
16 4 '58 
17 515 
49 4.73 
BASED ON 10 PREVIOUS HONTHS : 10/31/79 THROUCH 01/Jl/82 
33 
TABLE 13 
FORECAST TOTAL UNITS 
MODEL MEAN AES 
PCT ERROi': 
------------------------------------- -------------------------
• LINEAR RECr.:ESSIO~ 
2 • SIMPLE t10VINC AUERACE 
3 DOU~LE MOVING AUEr.:ACE 
1 • SI~PLE EXPONENTIAL SHOGTHINC 
5 • DOU~LE EXPONENTIAL SHOOTMINC 
6 • ADDITIVE SEASONAL SMOOTHikC 
INTE:f\tEPT=5989 
SLOPE=:?7.70 
N= 5 
N= 5 
ALPH;.:Ql,30 
ALF HA-=0. JO 
ALF'HA"'O, 20 
~ETA= .1 CAHH~• .QS 
7 • "ULTIPLICATIUE SEASONAL SHDOTHIN~ ALPHA=0.2C 
BETA= .1 CAHHA .05 
5.ax 
3.9~ 
5,,3:r. 
1.3X 
1.6::'( 
'f.9X 
<STATISTICS BASED ON ~IRST 36 HONTMS> ENT£~ SELECTION t? 7. 
SE ECT YOU~ CONSTANTS CENTER 0 FO~ DEFAULT VALUES: .z •• 1 •• os> 
ALPHA • ? 0.2 
t10NTH 
317 
38 
39 
1110 
BETA • ? 0.1 
CAt1HA s ? D.05 
" U L T I P L I C A T I V E S E A S 0 N A L 
5 M 0 0 T H I N C < M I H T E R S' > 
ACTUAL 
6762 
6691 
6229 
714'6 
FOf'<ECAST 
6693 
662'1 
6672 
6731 
I S T A T ~ S T I C S I 
It t t It t ff t I I It I I I Ii t t ti t I It 
EkROR 
69 
70 
-4'43 
11S 
"EAN ABS. DEVIATION • 219.3 HEAN ABS. PCT. ER~OR £ 
WANT THE HOVINC ~ANCE TEST? Y 
3.7X 
-&6~.~ -1~3.1 -221.e o 221.a 443.7 66~.s 
CLCL)--------------------------------------------------<UCL> 
"ONTH I 
37 • 
I 
38 • 
:I 
39 • 
: 'I 
0 
:r 
MANT TO FORECAST WITH THIS HODEL CY/N)? Y 
NPCH 
41 
42 
13 
44 
4:> 
46 
17 
48 
• 
TOTAL 
FORECAST 
7360 
,739 
66~6 
6669 
6962 
7387 
6763 
6690 
eA;~~~~~--;;--;;~~i~~;-~~~;~~-;-;;;;;;;;-;~;~~~~-;;;;;;;;----
34 
Moving Average or Multiplicative Seasonal Smoothing Models (with 
smaller MAPE) is that the Double Moving Average Model is superior 
in the Moving Range Test than the other two models (i!e., both of 
the other two models failed in the Moving Range Test. See Tables 
2 and 3), The reason why the other two models failed in the Moving 
Range T1e,st is that the fluctuation shown on the historical record 
of this unit can't exactly fit the patterns of the other two models. 
Some particular values, for example data of the 38th month when it 
was forecasted with Multiplicative Seasonal Smoothing Model and 
data of the 40th month when it was forecasted with Double Moving 
Average model, always fell outside the control limit in the Moving 
Range Control Chart After selecting the appropriate model finding 
the best fitting corresponding parameter(s), (1 = 0.18, by trial and 
error the computer prints out the forecasted value and error for 
the remaining four periods. After getting a MAPE of 3.4% associated 
with this Double Exponential Smoothing model, the Moving Range Test 
was done for the remaining periods' data. Because there is no 
out-of-control condition in the Moving Range Test Chart, it was 
decided to forecast with this Double Exponential Smoothing model. 
The forecasting result of each unit in the hospital is summa-
rized in Table 14, Each forecasted value is derived from the 
appropriate mathematical formula corresponding to the selected model 
and assigned parameter(s). For example, when the linear regression 
model was selected to forecast the patient census of C.C.U. unit 
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(see Table 11), the corresponding model is x39+t=142.7+1.3 (38+t} 
where t=l,2,---8. The forecasted value for the 40th month is 193 
when t=l is plugged into this linear regression formula. The mean 
absolute percentage error for this model was 2.9% when the last four 
months of data were used as error measurement. 
When new data is gathered, the mathematical formula of each 
mndel are automatically updated by COFORAN. For example, when the 
additive seasonal smoothing model was selected to forecast the 
patient census of the surgical unit (see Table 4) the corresponding 
formula is x40+t(40)=b,(40)+b2(40) .t + c40+t(28+t) 
t=l,2,---8, a=0.03, B=O,l, r=0.05, When a new actual value, for 
example x41 , is given, then b1(41), b2(41), c1(41) will be updated 
according to the following formula: 
b1(41)-0.03[x41 -c41 (29)]+0.97[b1(40)+b2(40)] 
b2(41)=0.l[bl(41)-bl{40)]+0 9 b2(40) 
c41 (4l)=0.05[x41 -b 1(4l)]+0.95 c41 {29) 
The detailed examples of how to update each model type when 
a new value is available, are illustrated in Table 15. 
The historical and forecasted data are plotted on the scale 
paper shown in Graphs 1-11. The solid line indicates the historical 
record; the dotted line shows the predicted value of the future 
patient census. 
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CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Since the time series observations are used as the forecasting 
basis in this research, the historical data should be available to 
detect obvious or likely mistakes which might affect the forecasting 
method. For example, in predicting surgical unit patient census, 
the data of the 39th month always falls outside the control limit 
(-3 MR) in the moving range test no matter which forecasting method 
was chosen. The reason for this might be that the 39th month is 
December. It is hypothesized that most scheduled surgery patients 
prefer to stay at home until January, when the holiday season is 
over. Such data may be untypical and could be excluded from the 
analysis. But it is not always possible to e,liminate all of the 
unusual data, because that might produce the result of a parameter 
change in process characteristics. It is better to present those 
extraordinary or unusual observations to the informed person and 
let that person make the decision whether to omit the data or not, 
or to revise the forecast (in this case, December's) accordingly. 
Most of the forecasted values in this research appeared very 
sensible when they were compared with the historical trend or 
seasonality except these in the Medical, Medical/Surgical, 
Obstetrics, and P.C,V. units. The reason for these exceptions 
51 
52 
could be explained as follows: the fluctuations shown on these 
graphs (see graph l for medical unit, graph 3 for med ical/surgical 
unit, graph 6 for obstetrics unit, and graph 7 for P.C.V. unit) do 
not indicate the exact historical patterns over the entire period 
to follow. For example, in the medical unit (graph 1), the 
fluctuation of the record in the year of 1979 and 1980 seems to have 
the characteristics of seasonality. However, the pattern shown in 
the year of 1981 indicates a downward trend instead of the seasonal 
trend Because these conflicting patterns appeared on the historical 
record, it is very hard to find a sensible model for these units. 
The user may eliminate the out-of-date record (for example, record 
of 1979 and 1980 in the medical unit) and only keep track of the 
recent up-to-data record. 
Except these units, the forecasted results of the remaining 
units were reasonable to follow when they were compar~d . with 
the historical patterns of each unit. The pattern shown on the 
graph of each unit should reflect the particular characteristics 
of each unit. For example, observing the patient census of the 
pediatrics unit, it could be found that the patient census was 
stationary with a seasonal fluctuation. This phenomenon indicated 
that the patient load of this unit only will be high in winter~ 
and will be low in summer without an obvious increasing trend. 
On the other hand , the patient census of the nursery unit not only 
fluctu~ted with seasonality but also had a increasing trend. These 
53 
characteristics of historical data's behavior in each unit could 
bring the management some guidance to allocate the limited health 
care resource to the different demand of each unit. 
Consider the forecasting accuracy of different units' patient 
census summarized in Table 14. The value of the Mean Absolute 
Percentage Errors ranges from 2.0% to 15.7% with the mean value of 
5,5% lMAPE=5.5%) and standard deviation of 3.6%. It is a small 
forecasting error when we convert the Mean Absolute Persentage Error 
to the actual patient census. For example, consider the Surgical 
Unit (see graph 2), the forecasted values fluctuate around 1700 
patient days per month. Because the Mean Absolute Percentage Error 
of Surgical Unit is 8.8%, the expected forecasting error is 150 
patient days per month It is a small forecasting deviation to the 
actual patient census when we think it only 5 oatient davs' deviation 
oer day to the actu~l pati~nt ~en~us. 
For a more advance practical forecasting of the patient census, 
forecasting svstem may use a combination of quantitative and 
qualitative methods. The historical methods used in this research 
routinelv analyze historical data and prepare forecast. The 
statistical forecast then becomes an inout to a subiective evaluation 
by an inform~l manager who may modify the forecast in view of other 
relevant information such as demographic characteristics .. 
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APPENDIX A 
CHARACTERISTIC PATTERNS OF THE SERIES 
a. Horizontal Pattern 
The mathematical formula could be expressed as dt~b+et, where 
dt is the actual sales over any period t (a random variable), b is 
the average sale over any period t (a constant), and et is a random 
variable with a mean of zero and constant variance6 2 over time. 
e 
b. Trend Pattern 
The mathematical formula is dt=a+bt+et for the linear trend, 
and dt=a+bt+ct2+et for the quadratic trend. 
c. Seasonal Cycle (Multiplicative Mode,1) 
The mathematica l formul1a is dt=d·ct+et, where ct(ct>O) is the 
seasonal ratio at time t. 
d. Trend Seasonal Pattern 
Both the trend and seasonal pattern are combined with each 
other in the historical data. There are two ways to express the 
combination of these two patterns. The first expression is multi-
plicative seasonal smoothing which can be formulated as dt=(a+bt)· 
ct+et The other model is additive seasonal smoothing whose math-
matical formula is dt~(a+bt)+ft+et, where ft is the seasonal 
increment and ft should be equal to 0 over a seasonal length. 
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APPENDIX B 
FORECASTING MODELS USED IN THIS RESEARCH 
a. Linear Regression 
Many time series can be adequately described by a simple linear 
function of time. This function can be written as 
where b1 and b2 are intercept and slope respectively, and et is 
the random deviation from the mean in time period t with E(et)=O, 
2 Var (et)=4e. Assume that there are T periods of data available, 
say x1 ,x2 ---,xt. By the method of least square, the estimator 
of b1 and b2 are (2). 
= 2(2T+l) 
T(T-1) 
6 T 
T(T-1) E txt 
t=l 
12 T 6 T b (T) = E tx - ~ x 
2 T(T2-l) t=l t T(T-1) t=l t 
The forecast, made at the end of period T of an observation 
in some future time period, say T = t, would be denoted by 
XT+t(T), and is computed from XT+t(T)=b1(T)+b2(T)· (T+t). 
As a new observation becomes available, a new updated estimate 
of b1 and b2 will be computed. 
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b. Simple Moving Average 
Suppose that a time series is generated by a constant parameters 
plus random error such as 
2 
where et~N(0,4 ); b is an unknown constant. By usin9 least square 
technique, the best estimator of b is 
If we want to include only the most recent N observations, the 
estimator of b becames (13) 
T 
b = (z Xt) I N = MT 
t=T-N+ 1 
where Mr= (XT+XT- l ----+ Xr-rl+l }/N 
or Mr=Mr_ 1 + (XT-XT-N) /N is called the Simple Moving Average. 
c. Double Moving Average 
This model combined the linear trend and the moving average. 
The mathematically expression is 
xt=b1+b2t+et 
where bl, b2 are unknown parameters, and etN(0,6~). Consider a 
moving average of the moving average, called double moving average, 
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say M[ 2]=(M +M +---+M )/N or ~[ 2 ] T T T-1 T-N+l T 
M -M 
= M + ( T T~N ) 
T-1 N 
By heuristic developmrmt, the estimators of b1 ,b2 are (14) 
b =ZM -M[ 2] b T 1 T T - 2 
and the estimation of the observation in period T would be 
The, doub 1 e moving average method may be used to forecast t 
periods into the future 
or 
d Simple Exponential Smoothing 
The function is a horizontal pattern function : Xt=b+et' 
2 
where bis an unknown constant and et'""'N(O,be). It differs from 
the moving average method as follows: instead of keeping track 
of the past N observations, we will keep track of the estimate of 
b made at the end of the previous period, S(T-1}, and the current 
period s actu,al demand, Xt'' W'e want to use this information to 
calculate an updated estimate b(T). A way to obtain the new 
estimate is to modify the old estimate by some fraction of the 
forecast error resulting from using the old estimator to forecast 
demand in the current period~ This forecast error is 
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e (T)=X -S(T-1) 1 T 
where S(T-1) is the smoothed value forecasted one period ago. 
So that, if a is the desired fraction, the new estimate of 
expected demand is 
or 
ST=ST-l+a[XT-ST-1] 
Sr=aXT+(l-a)ST-l 
The operation defined is called simple exponential smoothing 
and the fraction a is called the smoothing constant. 
Exponential smoothing require a starting value S0 . If 
historical data are available, then one could use a simple average 
of the first N observations as S : 
0 
e. Double Exponential Smoothing 
Consider a situation in which the average level of the time 
series changes over time in a linear fashion. Thus an appropriate 
model for the time series might be 
xt =b, +b2· t+et 
2 
where E(Xt/t)=b1+b2t and et""'N(O,~e) 
If simple exponential smoothing was applied to the observation 
from linear process of the above equation, we would obtain at the 
end of period T 
( 1 ) 
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Now suppose we apply the exponential smoothing operator to 
the output of equation (l). This result in 
s[ 2]=aS +(l-a)S[ 2] T T . T-1 (2) 
where the notation s~2 ] lmplies double exponential smoothing, or 
second order exponential smoothing, 
By some mathematical calculation, we could show that the 
expected demand at period T is 
x =25 -s[2] T T T 
To forecast the expected demand of t period in the futures 
X = ( 2+ a t }S -(1+ ia.t )5[2] T+t 1-a T 1-a T 
In initiating double smoothing, values must be given to S0 
and s~2 J . Because of their lack of intuitive meaning, it is 
di f ficult to assign value directly to these quantities. Usually 
these initial conditions are obtained from estimates of the two 
coeff icients b1 and b2 , which may be developed through simple 
linear regression analysis of the historical data. 
f. Multiplicative Seasonal Smoothing (Winters') 
This model is Xt=(b1+b2t) . Ct+et, where Ct is a multiplicative 
seasonal factor. 
The length of the season is N periods, and the seasonal 
factors are defined so that they sum to the length of the season, 
that is 
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N 
r C =N 
t=l t 
To forecast the observation in any future period T+t, we will 
use 
The development of a forecasting system using Winters' 
method requires initial value of the parameters b1(o), b2(o), and 
Ct(O) for t=l,2,---N. The historical information, if available, 
can be used to provide some or all of the initial estimate. 
At the end of the current period T, after observing the 
realization for that period, XT' we would update the parameter of 
b1(T), b2(T), and CT(T) as follows: 
XT b1(T)=a +(1-a)[b1(T-l)+b2(T-l)] 
I CT(T-N) 
b2(T)=B[b1(T)-b1(T-l)]+(l-B)b2(T-l) 
x 
c1 (T)=r T + (l-r)C1 (T-N) bl (T) 
g. Additive Seasonal Smoothing 
Suppose that a seasonal time series can be described by 
Xt=b1+b2t+Ct+et' where Ct is the additive seasonal factor. 
Season length is N period. This model would be appropriate when 
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the amplitude of the seasonal pattern is independent of the average 
level of the series. In this case 
N 
r C =O 
t=l t 
We will forecast future value using: 
Again, the problem require the initial estimates of b1(o), 
b2(0), and Ct(O) for t=l,2,---N. Since the variation is in-
dependent oft, the regression assumption is applied. We can 
estimate b1(o) and b2 (o} by using a straight line regression. We T 
also could use the fact that E Ct=O, and determine the Ct by 
t=l 
averaging the regression residuals for each season period. 
Our initial estimates (shifting the time constant to current 
time) will be 
b2(0)=b2 
b1(o)=b1+mn b2 
Ct(O)=Ct t;l,2,---n 
where mis the number of complete seasons of data available (i.e., 
there are mn observations x1x2---, Xmn' but only n distinct seasonal 
fa~tors). 
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APPENDIX C 
FORECASTING ERROR MEASUREMENT METHODS 
A. Mean Square Error (MSE). 
n - 2 MSE=r (Y.-Y.) /n 
. 1 1 1 i= 
B. Mean Absolute Percentage Error. 
n 
MAP E = ': I ( Y ; -Y; ) I Y ; I In 
i=l 
C. Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) 
n 
MAD= E I ( Y · -Y · ) I In 
. 1 1 1 1= 
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APPENDIX D 
MOVING RANGE TEST 
A. The Definition of Moving Range. 
n 
MRt=~ MRt/(n-1) 
t=l 
where Xt=Forecasted value for period t. 
Xt=Actual value at period t 
8. Control Principle. 
a. Control Chart (for 99.7 % confidence) 
REGION A 
REGION B 
REGION B 
REGION A 
2. 66 MR (UCL) 
1. 79 MR 
- - - - - 0 • 8 9 MR 
REGION C 
CENTER LINE 
REGION C 
- 0.89 MR 
- -1 . 79 MR 
---+---~---+-------+----- -2. 66 MR (LC .. ) 
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The three regions are defined as: 
(1) Region A: 
(2.) Region B: 
(3) Region C: 
The region falls outside the line which 
is away from the center line (suppose 
it is zero) + 1 .79 MR distance. 
The region falls outside the line which 
is away from the center line+ 0.89 MR 
distance. 
The region falls both side of center 
line. 
b. Out of Control Condition. 
(1) One point is outside control limit (+2.66 MR). 
(2) Two out of three successive points are in region 
A. 
{3) Four of the successive points are in region B. 
(4) Eight successive points are in region C. 
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